Adaptation plays a fundamental role in case-based design. However, after decades of efforts, automatic adaptation is still an open issue. In works of case-based design, a designer usually chooses a start-up product model (a candidate model) of moderate complexity based on a query model possessing primary new design requirements (kinematic semantics and geometry), then achieves the target design by adapting the candidate model according to the new design requirements and human interventions are often indispensable. To smartly adapt the candidate model to fit the new design requirements, a novel approach to automatic adaptation of assembly models is proposed in this paper. First, in order to effectively identify the corresponding links and interfaces between two non-preregistered assembly models as relevant elements, an attributed kinematic graph is put forward and adopted. Second, based on the attributed kinematic graph, the kinematic semantics of the candidate model is automatically adapted to that of the query model. Third, through performing interface layout transferring, the geometry of the candidate model is automatically adapted to that of the query model based on the corresponding links and interfaces. A prototype system is also implemented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Recently, in order to effectively reuse models to improve the efficiency and quality of product design, case-based design (CBD) attracts more and more attention [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , which views product model design as a process of retrieving one candidate model and adapts it to make it fit the new design requirements. Over the past decades, retrieval methods are well studied [2, 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , while the works about adaptation are still immature and often humandependent [3, 12] . Since the adaptation process is an essential step in CBD while usually tedious and time-consuming, especially during routine designs, to free the designers from this unnecessary burden, automatic product model adaptation is very important for improving the efficiency of CBD.
At present, the mainstream approaches for automatic product model adaptation fall broadly into two types: parametric design approach and combination/substitution approach. The parametric design approach mainly adopts parametric method to embed the domain knowledge into product models, and uses parameter adjustment to satisfy new design requirements [13] [14] [15] . As for the combination/substitution approach, elementary units/function units are employed to achieve target solution based on elementary unit combination or substitution [16, 17] .
As pointed out by [9, 18] , a designer in the early design stage often has just primary new design requirements, making it difficult to formulate a complete model. Therefore, it would be very helpful if the designer can create a rough query model indicating the requirements and use it to find some similar previous models with more details. This is because the previous models found, called candidate models hereafter, can inspire the designer to conduct further design and save the designer's time by reusing them in the detailed design stage. In order to effectively reuse the candidate model, one key technical issue is how to make the candidate model adapt to the more abstract query model indicating the requirements, i.e. how to effectively modify the more detailed candidate model to make it meet the primary new design requirements indicated by the abstract query model.
Generally, an ideal adaptation approach should be automatic, independent of domain knowledge library and low demand on shape similarity so as to make the adaptation approach more efficient, general and flexible. Thus, the mainstream automatic product model adaptation approaches are still far from what industries expect. For example, the parametric design approaches usually require the candidate model nearly to have the consistent geometry shapes with the new requirement/the query model. And the combination/substitution approaches often need domain knowledge libraries. Furthermore, the domain knowledge is usually not provided for most of the models, which makes the mainstream approaches tend to be failed in automation.
In this paper, a new approach to automatic adaptation of assembly models is presented with a view to overcoming the above mentioned problems with automatic product model adaptation. The objective of the proposed approach is to make the assembly model adaptation automatic, independent of domain knowledge library and low demand on shape similarity. The inputs of the approach are two assembly models without having been preregistered: a query model and a candidate model. The query model, indicating the primary new design requirements through its rough shape and its kinematic semantics, is a simple model. The candidate model is searched from a model library according to the query model, whose overall shape is similar to that of the query model but having more details and more complex kinematic semantics. Considering that the kinematic semantics is the intrinsic characteristic of an assembly model, the basic idea of the proposed approach is to realize automatic kinematic semantics adaptation of the candidate mode first, and then automatically achieve the geometry adaptation based on the result of the kinematic semantics adaptation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After briefly introducing related works in Section 2, some concepts and the overview of the approach are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we identify the corresponding links and interfaces. Subsequently, the kinematic semantics adaptation and the geometry adaptation are respectively presented in Sections 5 and 6. Implementation and comparisons are introduced in Section 7. Finally, we present the conclusion and our further works in Section 8.
Related works
As there are a few works dedicated to automatic case adaptation particularly for automatic model adaptation, the works that we have surveyed are surrounding the two challenges for achieving automatic concept/geometry adaptation in mechanical engineering domain [3] : identifying correspondence between the two given cases/models and transferring new design requirements via the correspondence.
2.1. Identification of the correspondence between two given cases/ models 2.1.1. Concept correspondence Identifying the conceptual correspondence, between a library case and an input target problem/a query case, is often performed in the process of case retrieval in Case-Based Reasoning [2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 19, 20] . And, there are so many variations of case retrival methods, such as weight distribution method [21] , hybrid similarity measure method [22] and etc. Recently, ontology-based technology becomes a hot research topic for case retrieval in CBR. For example, Guo et al. [11] and Bejarano et al. [6] integrate ontology into CBR system, which make their proposed methods have enough semantic understanding ability on engineering design. However, concept correspondence is yet to provide direct geometry correspondence between two matched cases.
Geometry correspondence:
Generally, finding the common local areas between models is the focus of partial retrieval [8, [23] [24] [25] and common design structure discovery [26, 27] in engineering areas. For example, Bai et al. [8] present a hierarchical way to support multi-level partial retrieval by defining the criteria for reusable subpart of models. Besides, You et al. [23] and Tao et al. [25] also present two retrieval methods respectively based on the local feature correspondence via IMC detection and local surface region decomposition. Additionally, Ma et al. [26] present a common design structure discovery method based on face adjacency graph which also can be used for finding feature correspondence. Besides, some global content-based retrieval methods also provide geometry correspondence implicitly or explicitly [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . For example, both of the methods based on DBMS [31] and hierarchical representation for B-rep model retrieval [29] provide a level-of-detail geometric area correspondence between a query model and a candidate model. However, the correspondences brought by these partial retrieval methods are usually coarse and/or affected by geometric detail differences.
Currently, the assembly model retrieval methods usually provide high-level geometry correspondence. For example, Deshmukh et al. [7] present a mating graph to describe the relationship among the parts of an assembly model, and part correspondence between two assembly models can be obtained based on isomorphism sub-graph identification. Wu et al. [33] present a retrieval method based on product spatial layout/structure matching, where two parts has similar attributes and spatial position is deemed as a pair of corresponding parts. Additionally, Zhang et al. [27] present a generic face adjacency graph for discovering the common design structure from assembly models and bringing part correspondence as well. Based on the hierarchical structure of each assembly [34] , Chen et al. [9] present a flexible assembly model retrieval method, which can bring geometry correspondence between two assembly models in topology. However, their corresponding result is more or less subjective [27] since the hierarchical structure is often flexible.
Transferring of new design requirements
Watson et al. [2] describe a survey of adaptation in CBD where they summarize that adaptation in design can be carried out in four types of approaches: human intervention, knowledge-based adaptation, case-combination adaptation and combinations of the above approaches. Avramenko et al. [12] summarize two approaches-structural adaptation and derivational adaptation, and various adaptation techniques ranging from no adaptation to casebased substitution. As we know, the kinematic semantics design is one of the most creative and important stages in mechanical design [35] . And the mainstream adaptation method for kinematic semantics design is function element synthesis [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , which provides a number of optional combinations of new mechanisms satisfying new design requirements. However, each function element is usually defined in advance based on domain knowledge and used with the support of a specific knowledge library.
Totally or partially, some works achieve automatic product model adaptation aided with domain knowledge. For example, Hua et al. [41] describe a prototype design system called case adaptation by dimensionality reasoning (CADRE), which uses dimensional and topological adaptation based on production rules and shape grammars. Liu et al. [14] present a case-based parametric design approach for test turntable, by using a knowledge library composed of parameterized 3D models and a matched case library composed of design specifications. Cheng et al. [15] present a similar parametric approach and applied for hydrostatic rotary table design based on Pro/Engineer. Zhang et al. [16] present a design reuse approach to realize fixture design knowledge retrieval and fixture model retrieval based on ontology. Their approach adopts evolutionary methods to modify the retrieved model to meet the new design requirements. Different from most of the traditional CBD approaches for architectures, Hua [17] presents a new 3D architecture design approach as similar as modeling by examples. However, geometry adaptation is often carried out by humans when the domain knowledge is insufficient [3] .
Basic concepts and approach overview
Before giving the overview of our approach, some basic concepts are first introduced.
Basic concepts
Although link is often used to represent an abstract kinematic unit [35] , in order to distinguish from the assembly component [9, 34] whose content rely on the hierarchical structure of its assembly model, one part or more members connected together such that no relative motion can occur among them is considered as one link in this paper, such as part A 0 and sub-assembly B 0 are two links in Fig. 1 .
Link layout
The link layout, as the rotation invariant characteristics, describes how the links of an assembly model are arranged in the 3D space. Furthermore, the link layout, representing the fundamental characteristic of instantiating a mechanism, is the key geometric information of each assembly model [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
Corresponding link
Let QM and CM be two assembly models having the same kinematic semantics and similar link layouts. If two shape-similar links respectively belonging to QM and CM have the same kinematic semantics context and similar link layouts (relative to other links in their own models), then they compose a pair of corresponding links. For example, in Fig. 1 , links A, B and C respectively correspond to links A 0 , B 0 and C 0 .
Consistent geometry
If QM and CM are two shape-similar assembly models having the same kinematic semantics and the link layouts while the links between the two models are one-one mapping, then we call them having consistent geometries. For example, QM and CM in Fig. 1 have consistent geometries.
We adopt JT <L 1 , L 2 > to represent a joint JT between two contacted links L 1 and L 2 having relative motion. JT can be a cylindrical joint, a revolute joint and etc.
Corresponding joint
Let
and L 2 corresponds to L 1 0 ) while J 1 and J 2 have the same joint type, then J 1 and J 2 compose a pair of corresponding joints, such as cylindrical joints <C, B> and <C 0 , B 0 > compose a pair of corresponding joints in Fig. 1 .
Interface
An interface of a link is a place where the link contacts with another link. Matching along with the state-of-the-art methods for automatic deducing kinematic semantics focusing on low joints, at present, each interface is composed of adjacent face(s) in this work. For example, the interface on link C contacting to B is represented as <1> shown in Fig. 2 . Here, face 1 is an interface face.
Interface layout
The interface layout, as the rotation invariant characteristics, describes how the interfaces of a link are arranged on the link.
Corresponding interface
0 compose a pair of corresponding interfaces. To properly reduce the complexity, we assume that each pair of corresponding interfaces has similar shapes. For example, in Fig. 2 , interfaces <1> and <1 0 > compose a pair of corresponding interfaces.
Face layout
The face layout, as the rotation invariant characteristics of a face set, is defined as the relative positions and relative orientations among the faces belonging to the same face set [48] .
Corresponding interface face
Let QI and CI be a pair of corresponding interfaces. If two interface faces respectively belonging to QI and CI has the most similar face layouts (relative to other interface faces in their own links), then we call them a pair of corresponding interface faces. For example, in Fig. 2 , faces 1 and 1 0 compose a pair of corresponding interface faces. To properly reduce the complexity, at present, we assume that each pair of corresponding interface faces has the same face type.
Approach overview
In order to effectively achieve the reuse of product models in CBD, we propose an approach to automatic adaptation of assembly models by overcoming the two common challenges for automatic geometry adaptation [3] : identifying correspondence between the two given models and transferring new design requirements via their correspondence. The inputs of our approach are two nonregistered assembly models: a query model and a candidate model. The query model, used to indicate the primary new design requirements through its kinematic semantics and geometry, is an abstract model created by the designer. The candidate model, having a more complex kinematic semantics and holding more geometric details than the query model, is searched from a product model library according to the query model. The two models have similar kinematic semantics. Considering that the core of an assembly model is its mechanism and the kinematic semantics of the mechanism consists of the assembly's links and their contacting interfaces [9, 35] , we choose links and interfaces as relevant elements to build correspondence and transfer the primary new design requirements to achieve the automatic adaptation of assembly models.
Regarding the first challenge that how to automatically identify the correspondence between the two models, in view that kinematic semantics implied in each assembly model is the intrinsic characteristic of the assembly model, we first extract the kinematic semantics from the query model and candidate model and set up the attributed kinematic graph for each model, then identify the corresponding links and interfaces by performing maximum isomorphic sub-graph matching between the two attributed kinematic graphs.
As for the second challenge that how to automatically transfer the primary new design requirements from the query model to the candidate model via their correspondence, we first carry out automatic kinematic semantics adaptation by adapting the kinematic semantics of the candidate model to that of the query model based on their attributed kinematic graphs and corresponding links & interfaces; then we achieve automatic geometry adaptation by automatically transferring the link layout of the query model to the candidate model based on the interface layout transferring among the corresponding links and interfaces.
The flowchart of our approach is shown in Fig. 3 .
Identification of corresponding links and interfaces
In view that links and interfaces are the elements with semantics of the assembly model, we identify the high-level geometry correspondence (corresponding links and interfaces) between two non-registered assembly models based on their semantic models to make the identification more precise. Furthermore, in order to improve the efficiency of the identifying process, we extend the traditional semantic model of an assembly model, i.e. kinematic graph consisting of the kinematic topology of an assembly model, by incorporating the link layout of an assembly model with the kinematic graph to form an attributed kinematic graph. Before describing our method, the attributed kinematic graph is first defined below.
Attributed kinematic graph
As shown in Fig. 4 , each attributed kinematic graph of an assembly model AKG = (N, E) is composed of nodes N and edges E. We integrate geometric attributes to the AKG as follows: 1) Each node, corresponding to a link L, is assigned with the shape distribution vector of L [49] . 2) Each edge, corresponding to a joint JT <L 1 ,L 2 >, has two kinds of attributes: multilevel information [9] shown in Appendix A and looselink layout.
The multilevel information is deduced from the assembly constraints between L 1 and L 2 [50, 51] , such as the degree-offreedoms (DOFs). This kind of attribute is used to carry out a flexible graph matching since the two input assembly models have inconsistent geometries. The loose link layout represents an approximate spatial arrangement among the links using the relative orientation and position between each pair of contacting link. The relative orientation is the intersection angle between the two links' motion directions while the relative position is the normalized distance between the two links' geometry centers [33] .
Though the main process of generating attributed kinematic graphs is similar as described in previous work [9] , we deduce each link for an assembly model without considering its hierarchical structure, which makes our high-level geometry correspondence more objective. Furthermore, all of the geometry attributes attached to each AKG are rotation invariant, which makes our attribute comparison more reasonable in graph matching between two AKGs respectively corresponding to two non-registered assembly models. For a concise visualization, we only label the DOF on each edge in this work, such as shown in Fig. 4b. 
Correspondence determination based on maximum isomorphic sub-graph searching
After constructing the AKGs for two assembly models, their corresponding links and interfaces can be obtained by using a subgraph isomorphism method. In view that it is difficult to know which part(s) of the AKG of the query model should be matched in the AKG of the candidate model in advance, we, expecting to reuse model maximization, choose the maximum isomorphic subgraphs between the two AGKs as their optimized sub-graph matching result. Moreover, to accelerate maximum isomorphic sub-graph searching, we integrate the following heuristic rules into the common sub-graph isomorphism method [52] : 1) Two matched nodes must have a similar shape that the distance between the two shape distribution vectors of the two matching nodes must be less than a (a is 0.3 here), which facilitates the subsequent shape adaptation. 2) Two matched edges must have the same semantics (DOF and kinematic joint) while their assembly constraints have overlap; the distances respectively for their relative orientations and relative positions must be less than r1 and r2 (r1 = 5 , r2 = 0.1 in this work), respectively. Based on the above heuristic rules, each pair of the found maximum isomorphic sub-graphs between two AKGs not only has the same kinematic semantics, but also possesses similar link layouts. Besides, we use the accumulation of the relative orientation distances and relative position distances between all pair of matched edges of two isomorphic sub-graphs as the two sub-graphs' link layout distance. Then, according to the definition of corresponding links, we choose the pair of the found maximum isomorphic sub-graphs having the minimum link layout distance as the optimized matching result.
According to the definitions of corresponding links and interfaces, each pair of matched nodes represents two corresponding links while each matched edge represents a pair of corresponding joints, i.e. two pairs of corresponding interfaces. For example, in Fig. 5c , link C corresponds to link C 0 since nodes C and C 0 are matched nodes while the interfaces respectively on links C and C 0 are two corresponding interfaces as shown in Fig. 5d .
Automatic kinematic semantics adaptation
Since the kinematic semantics design is usually a key design step for assembly model [9, 35] , it is reasonable to start processing assembly model adaptation from kinematic semantics adaptation. In order to effectively reuse the kinematic semantics of an assembly model (by reusing its links and interfaces), we achieve automatic kinematic semantics adaptation by automatically adapting the semantic model of the candidate model to that of the query model based on their corresponding links and interfaces to make the adaptation independent of knowledge library and more general. Moreover, to make the adaptation effectively reuse the link layout of an assembly model, we adopt the attributed kinematic graph (AKG) as the semantic model.
Besides, to improve the efficiency of the adaptation process, we adopt a heuristic graph processing method by revising the AKG of the candidate model through amending of inconsistent kinematic semantics and incorporating of new required kinematic semantics. Details are now described.
Amending of inconsistent kinematic semantics
As the links and interfaces are the elements with semantics of an assembly model, the links and interfaces in the candidate model, which have no counterparts in the query model, represent the kinematic semantics of the candidate model that is inconsistent with that of the query model. In order to reuse the candidate model's semantics as much as possible, we amend the inconsistent kinematic semantics of the candidate model by using the following two different methods according to the structure of the AKG of the model. Here, let cn 1 and cn 2 be the two nodes in the AKG of the candidate model respectively matching with nodes qn 1 and qn 2 in the AKG of the query model. And each of these deleted non-matched edges corresponds to a deleted inconsistent kinematic semantics. In order to reuse the candidate model's semantics as much as possible, the other graph elements of the path will be retained. For example, after ignoring all the matched edges in Fig. 6a and b (red edges), Fig. 6e shows two paths: Path1 from node E to node F in QG and Path2 from node G 0 to node E 0 in CG. Here, E and F are matched with G 0 and E 0 respectively. Obviously, the kinematic semantics between the two pairs of matched nodes are different. In order to conveniently replace the kinematic semantics between G 0 and E 0 with the one existing between E and F, the orange edges adjacent to G 0 and E 0 are deleted from Path2 (also from CG) while retaining node I 0 in CG as shown in Fig. 6e&c . 2) Retaining certain inconsistent kinematic semantics: After ignoring all the matched edges, if there exists a path CL (none edge/node repeated) between cn 1 and cn 2 in the AKG of the candidate model, while there has no path between qn 1 and qn 2 in the AKG of the query model, then CL should be retained in the AKG of the candidate model because this usually indicates that the candidate model has richer kinematic semantics than the query model between their corresponding link pairs. And each of these retained non-matched edges/nodes corresponds to a retained inconsistent kinematic semantics. there is no conflictive kinematic semantics between these two corresponding link pairs, the purple path between nodes A' and B' is retained in CG as shown in Fig. 6f and c in order to reuse the candidate model's semantics as much as possible. Furthermore, if an edge not only corresponds to a deleted inconsistent kinematic semantics but also corresponds to a retained inconsistent kinematic semantics, then we choose to delete it by default in order to avoid confliction with the primary new design requirements, such as the case in Fig. 14. 
Incorporating of new required kinematic semantics
On the other hand, the links/interfaces in the query model, which have no counterparts in the candidate model, represent the new required kinematic semantics that the candidate model should possess. In order to incorporate the above new required kinematic semantics into the semantic model of the candidate model, we incorporate each graph element which corresponds to a link/interface having no counterpart from the AKG of the query model to that of the candidate model based on the two models' corresponding links. For example, in Fig. 6a , the green edge, corresponding to two contacted interfaces respectively belonging to links E and F as shown in Fig. 5c and f, is the new required kinematic semantics. Since links G 0 and E 0 respectively correspond to links E and F as shown in Fig. 5c , the green edge is incorporated into the final CG by connecting nodes G 0 and E 0 as shown in Fig. 6d . Obviously, the proposed automatic kinematic semantics adaptation method is a general method, which can automatically adapt kinematic semantics between two assembly models without any further design knowledge; changing the attributes of the semantic model can make it feasible for other kinematic semantics designs. Additionally, Fig. 6d demonstrates the target kinematic semantics that CM will be had after its adaptation.
Automatic geometry adaptation
Although there are many methods for geometry adaptation [2, 3, 12] , the common standard of automatic geometry adaptation is still rare especially for assembly models. As a result, the automatic geometry adaptation in this work is to automatically adapt the candidate model to have the consistent geometry with the query model around their corresponding areas (composed of corresponding links and interfaces). In order to make the adaptation automatic and low demand on shape similarity, we make full use of the result of the two models' automatic kinematic semantics adaptation. Accordingly, the automatic geometry adaptation contains the following two steps: (1) adapting the candidate model to make it include the kinematic semantics of the query model; (2) transferring the link layout from the query model to the candidate model. According to the above sense, we carry out the first step on the candidate model by deleting its interfaces corresponding to the deleted inconsistent kinematic semantics while incorporating the links and interfaces corresponding to the new required kinematic semantics from the query model. As for the second step, considering that interfaces are the contacting constraints imposed on a link with respect to other links in an assembly model, i.e. the interface layout on each link directly corresponds to the model's link layout, we solve the link layout transferring between two assembly models based on interface layout transferring between each pair of their corresponding links to make the link layout transferring more effective. Details are now explained.
Geometry adaptation for including the query model's kinematic semantics
Since deleting interfaces from an assembly model can be simply achieved by part deleting and/or feature suppression [53] , we focus on link and interface incorporation in this subsection.
In view that each link is often composed of parts, we incorporate each link by duplicating its parts along with their inner assembly constraints from the query model to the candidate model. And, the original link and the duplicated link compose a new pair of corresponding links. This incorporation is simple and not the focus of this work.
Considering that each interface is usually generated by feature attaching and/or part assembling, we carry out interface incorporation/duplication by duplicating the features/parts of an interface from one link to its counterpart. And, the original interface and the duplicated interface also compose a new pair of corresponding interfaces. Especially, if an interface is on a link that represents a new required kinematic semantics, then the interface is automatically duplicated along with the link duplication, otherwise, in order to improve the efficiency of the interface duplication, we use a corresponding geometry element identification method to automatically determine the location geometry elements on one link for precisely and automatically placing a feature/part duplicated from the other link.
Interface duplication based on corresponding location geometry element identification
Let QL and CL be a pair of corresponding links respectively belonging to the query model and the candidate model; QI is an interface needed duplicating from QL to CL. The main algorithm for interface duplication is described as follows.
Step 1: Identifying all the location geometry elements in QL for QI.
The location geometry elements, which constrain the arrangement of an interface in a model, can be divided into two types roughly according to the construction history of the model [54] : 1) Outline faces which affect the arrangement of each interface on a model by affecting the model's global size. Here, we choose the faces nearest the OBB [55] of each model as its outline faces, such as the faces 1 and 2 are two outline faces in Fig. 7 . 2) Feature location elements which support feature attaching for an interface generation. As shown in Fig. 7 , edge 8\9 constrains the layout of Cut1 feature on face 9 by dimension D 1 , thus, edge 8\9 and face 9 are two feature location elements. Similarly, since Cut2 feature is generated on face 8 for locating part B, face 8 is also a feature location element.
Step 2: Identifying all the corresponding location geometry elements in CL for placing the duplicated QI.
Using adjacent face(s) to represent each location geometric element except face, we identify corresponding location geometry elements between QL and CL through identifying their corresponding faces [48] . For example, in Fig. 8 , the location geometry elements of interface <1, 2, 3> on link L 1 are edge 4\5, face 9 and etc. And, the input face permutation for the method [48] can be {4, 5, 9, . . . }, then the corresponding output face permutation is {4 0 , 5 0 , 9 0 . . . }. So faces 4, 5 and 9 respectively correspond to faces 4 0 , 5 0 and 9 0 . After that, all the corresponding location geometry elements can be determined. For example, edge 4 0 \5 0 is identified as the corresponding location edge of 4\5 to place the duplicated Cut1 feature on link L 2 for duplicating interface <1, 2, 3>.
Step 3: Global shape adaptation. In order to accurately place a duplicated interface, a global shape adaptation of CL should be fulfilled in advance. For example, in Fig. 8 , to make the duplicated Cut1 feature have the same effect in L 2 as its original Cut1 feature imposed on face 5 in L 1 , the two links should have consistent global shapes. Here, based on corresponding outline faces, we adopt a face layout transferring method described in [48] (transferring global shapes between two shape-similar models) to make the CL have a consistent global shape as QL. Such as new L 2 has a consistent global shape as L 1 in Fig. 8d and b after global shape adaptation.
Step 4: Interface duplication. After identifying all the corresponding location geometry elements between QL and CL, QI can be automatically duplicated to CL through features/parts duplication, which is supported by most of the mainstream 3D CAD systems. Besides, if interface duplication contains parts duplication, then the assembly constraints related to these parts are also duplicated. For example, in Fig. 8e , the assembly constraints between face 2 and faces 6 and 7 are also duplicated along with the duplication of part B and used to constrain face 2 0 and faces 6 0 and 7
0
. Fig. 7 . An example of the construction history of an interface (the interface is composed of faces 2, 4 and 5).
Besides, since each interface is used to contact one link with another, the interface incorporation should also duplicate the assembly constraints between each pair of the contacted original interfaces to their duplicated ones. After building corresponding geometry element relationships between a duplicated interface and its original interface [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , the assembly constraint duplication can be achieved directly. Additionally, Fig. 8e demonstrates the process of interface <1, 2, 3> duplication from L 1 to L 2 .
Link layout transferring based on interface layout transferring
With the above geometry adaptation, each link/interface in the query model has a one-one mapping counterpart in the candidate model. In view that each promoted dimension between an interface's geometry element (IGE) and its location geometry elements determines the layout of an interface on a link [48] , we transfer the interface layout of a link to its corresponding link by establishing relationships between the promoted dimensions of the two links to make the interface layout transferring more accurate. Furthermore, in order to effectively establish dimension relationships between two links, probably built in different parametric ways respectively, we adopt a 3D dimension constraint graph [48] to uniformly represent all promoted dimensions in each link.
Corresponding location geometry element identification based on temporary coordinate systems
In accordance with the kinematic semantics adaptation, each pair of corresponding links has a similar interface layout, so it is reasonable and sensible to use face layout similarity to identify the corresponding location geometry elements between each pair of corresponding links as similar as Section 6.1.1.
According to the construction history of an interface, the location geometry elements of an IGE include not only the outline faces and the feature location elements of its interface, but also other IGEs having constraints with it. In order to accelerate the efficiency of corresponding location geometry element identification between two corresponding links, we adopt temporary corresponding coordinate systems to evaluate the layout similarity between two faces. Here, we still use QL and CL as a pair of corresponding links respectively belonging to the query model and the candidate model. The main algorithm is described as follows.
Step 1: Identifying all the location geometry elements in QL (as similar as Section 6.1.1).
Step 2: Identifying all the corresponding IGEs between QL and CL based on their corresponding interface faces identification (as similar as Section 6.1.1).
Step 3: Constructing all temporary corresponding coordinate systems (CCSs) between QL and CL.
Each pair of corresponding coordinate systems is built in two steps: first choose two interface faces F 1 and F 2 in QL to build a nonrepeated temporary Cartesian coordinate system X 1 Y 1 Z 1 based on the threes geometry centers respectively belonging to F 1 , F 2 and QL; then build a corresponding coordinate system X 1 0 Y 1 0 Z 1 0 on link CL based on the interface faces F 1 0 and F 2 0 respectively corresponding to F 1 and F 2 , such as the case shown in Fig. 9 .
Moreover, each face F in a built coordinate system has an unique representation: a 4-dimension vector (dF,ffOFX,ffOFY,ffOFZ). dF is the normalized geometry center distance between F and its link; ffOFX,ffOFY and ffOFZ respectively represent the intersection angles between vector OCF and the X axis, between OCF and the Y axis and between OCF and the Z axis. Here, OCF originates from the system origin and ends in the geometry center of F.
Step 4: Evaluating the layout similarity between two faces in each pair of CCSs;
In function (6-1), f 1 0 and f 2 0 are two interface faces in CL respectively corresponding interface faces F 1 and F 2 in QL; Position_distance (F i , f j ) and Orientation_distance (F i , f j ) are respectively used to evaluate the relative position distance and relative orientation distance between F i and f j (F i belongs to QL and f j belongs to CL); Similarity(F i , F 1 , F 2 , f j , f 1 0 , f 2 0 ) represents a rotation invariant layout similarity between F i and f j in a pair of CCSs that respectively built based on F 1 and F 2 and f 1 0 and f 2 0 .
Position
Orientation distanceðF i ;f j Þ (6-1) Here, we use the weighted average of all the layout similarities between F i and f j in all pairs of CCSs between QL and CL as the two faces' final face layout similarity. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 10c , we use a similarity matrix to represent all the face layout similarities between all pairs of the faces respectively belonging to the two links.
Step 5: Determining corresponding location faces using greedy algorithm.
For example, in Fig. 10d , the faces in the same color respectively belonging to links D and D 0 are corresponding location faces except the gray ones. After identifying all the corresponding location faces, all the other corresponding location geometry elements can be determined as similar as the method described in Section 6.1.1.
Interface layout transferring based on constraint-resolving
After identifying all the corresponding location geometry elements and IGEs between QL and CL, for each pair of corresponding interface's geometry elements QIGE and CIGE respectively belonging to QL and CL, we establish the dimension relationships between the promoted dimensions that respectively constrain the distance/orientation between QIGE and its location geometry elements and between CIGE and its location geometry element [48] .
Finally, we adopt a constraint-resolving method [61] to make the parametric information transfer from QL to CL. Then, CL updates its shape by updating each dimension with the new incoming value to make CL have the same interface layout as QL, such as the case shown in Fig. 11 .
After transferring the interface layout from each link in the query model to its corresponding link in the candidate model, the candidate model has the consistent geometry with the query model around their corresponding areas and the process of automatic geometry adaptation is also finished. However, if there are not enough corresponding location geometry elements or interface's geometry elements between two corresponding links, then human intervention is needed to make a desired interface transferring/interface layout transferring result, such as the case shown in Fig. 14 . 
Implementation and comparisons
The proposed automatic adaptation approach has been implemented in OSAAD prototype as shown in Fig. 12 , which is developed by using Microsoft Visual C# 2008 and built as a plug-in of SolidWorks 2014 to interact with designers [47] ; the maximum isomorphic sub-graph searching is developed by using C++ based on the boost graph library [52] and built as a win32 library. And various assembly models have been used to test our approach. We use the models as shown in Fig. 12 , matching along with their automatic kinematic semantics adaptation as shown in Fig. 6 , to illustrate the implementation of our approach concretely.
According to the graph adaptation guidance in Fig. 6 , the interfaces respectively corresponding to the deleted graph edges should be deleted from CM, such as the interface on G 0 contacting to I 0 will be deleted from CM. And the links and interfaces respectively corresponding to the incorporated graph elements should be incorporated to CM. Fig. 13d shows an example of interface transferring. Then, shape adaptation is carried out by making each corresponding link in CM have the same interface layout as its counterpart in QM, such as link G 0 has the same interface layout as link E. Finally, the partial area of new CM contained in the red dashed curve of Fig. 13c has the same kinematic semantics and link layout as QM.
Experiment 2: an example lacking adequate corresponding location geometry elements
Here, one additional complex example, in Fig. 14 , is adopted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach when there are lots of geometry differences between two shape-similar assembly models QM and CM.
As shown in Fig. 14g , a pair of typical corresponding links F and F 0 is selected to show what the adaptation result will be when it is difficult to find enough corresponding location geometry elements and/or corresponding interface faces. For example, the outline face 3, as an location geometry element in F as shown in Fig. 14h , has no corresponding location face in F 0 . Similarly, it is difficult to identify which interface face in I 3 0 corresponds to the red interface face 2 in I 3 . In such a case, our interface layout transferring will be automatically and partially achieved in the candidate model where the corresponding interface faces and/or corresponding geometry elements exist, such as the case shown in Fig. 14h and Fig. 14f ) by default in the process of automatic kinematic semantics adaptation.
Comparisons
Compared with the state-of-the-art approaches on assembly model adaptation guided by semantics explicitly or implicitly for engineering applications as shown in Table 1 , our approach has Fig. 12 . User interface of our prototype OSAAD. Fig. 13 . An example of assembly model adaptation (links E and F respectively correspond to links G 0 and E 0 ).
several advantages according to the following items: (1) what is the input(s); (2) whether the geometry adaptation is semanticsdriven; (3) whether the adopted semantics are domain-specified; (4) what about the supporting manner of semantic; (5) what about the adapting means for obtain the final model and (6) what about the main geometry adaptation type.
Sensitivity analysis
In order to find the corresponding areas having similar link layouts between the two given assembly models more efficiently based on sub-graph matching, which is in general a NP-hard problem, we not only require the two matched edges must have the same kinematic semantics and their assembly constraints have overlaps, but also use two thresholds r1 and r2 to make the maximum isomorphic sub-graph searching process return fewer primarily matched sub-graphs. For all the test examples given in the paper, the values of r1 and r2 are set as 5 and 0.1 respectively and the effect is relatively good.
For the five cases shown in Fig. 15 , the influences of the thresholds r1 and r2 to the efficiency and precision of maximum isomorphic sub-graph searching are shown in Fig. 15f and g respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 15f and g that, when both QM and CM in a case only contain translational degree of freedoms, then the matching time and the precision are only sensitive to the value of r2 as case 2 shows, and when both QM and CM in a case contain not only translational degree of freedoms but also rotational degree of freedoms, then the matching time and the precision are sensitive not only to the value of r1 but also to the value of r2 as cases 3-5 show. Additionally, when the values of r1 and r2 are set less than 5 and 0.1 respectively, our maximum isomorphic sub-graph searching algorithm returns fewer primarily matched sub-graphs in a relatively short time (usually less than 40 s in our experiments) as shown in Fig. 15g. 
Conclusion and feature works
Assembly model adaptation is an important step of case-based assembly model design, but so far there is rare effective solution to automatic adaptation of assembly models. In this paper, according to the requirements of case-based assembly model design, we propose an approach to automatic adaptation of assembly models. In general, our approach has the following contributions and characteristics:
1) The approach enables the assembly model adaptation automatic, independent of domain knowledge library and low demand on shape similarity. This is achieved by dividing the adaptation into two steps: first carry out automatic kinematic semantics adaptation through the heuristic processing of the attributed kinematic graphs instead of knowledge library supporting; then perform automatic geometry adaptation mainly guided by the result of automatic kinematic semantics adaptation to make the geometry adaptation low demand on shape similarity. 2) Based on the attributed kinematic graph and heuristic graph matching, the approach can automatically and precisely identify the high-level geometry correspondence (corresponding links and interfaces) between two assembly models without pre-registered.
It is important to note that this paper only covers partial contents of assembly model adaptation. Besides, the proposed approach itself has the following limitations:
1) The two input assembly models need to have similar link layouts. Under this assumption, the corresponding links and interfaces can be effectively determined. 2) Each interface can be incorporated relying on feature/part duplication to ensure the incorporation accurately. 3) Each location geometry element of one model has a counterpart in the other model. This assumption is used to ensure that constraint-driven shape adaptation and automatic interface duplication can be achieved.
Additionally, our approach also has the following limitation: using the layout to identify corresponding location geometry elements and corresponding interface faces is inefficient currently while this approach focuses on the geometry adaptation for mechanical engineering application and the geometry correspondence should be precise.
Considering that the automatic adaptation for assembly models is a well-recognized challenging problem, we choose to solve the problem step by step. And there are several works could be conducted to make our approach more general in the future according to the above limitations. For example, (a) to remove the Fig. 15 . Sensitivity analysis of the thresholds r1 and r2 used in maximum isomorphic sub-graph searching based on five cases (r1 and r2 refer to the thresholds of the distances between two matched edges' relative orientations and between their relative positions respectively). assumption that each location geometry element in one link should have a corresponding location geometry element in its counterpart link since it is too strong to satisfy for some cases, (b) to further study interface duplicating method to make it independent of features and so on.
